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Detour: Campus construction updates
Numerous delays cause contention
By Laura Wolde
Mond the gap, the turn up sideways, missing lanes and constructors revisit the days of the horse and buggy. The construction of the Appleton Outdoor Tennis facility, which is scheduled to be finished by January, continues on.

By Robert Hannon
Student sacrifices time, money to help a Third World country

By Jay Orchowski
Parking relief measures suggested

Grade replacement policy takes effect this semester
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LEMKE but it is really perspiration
Toward the end of her stay,
was near death with an
extremely high temperature.

father on the inactive volcano,
and left in the early morning
hours. On her way down the
mountain, she stumbled and
broke her ankle.

"After I broke my ankle, I
sat for a couple of
hours. It was real flimsy," she
said, "but better than nothing." 

"He said my leg
would have to be massaged,
and left in a cast for a few days.

"The next morning, being
ready to work, the people in
Ometepe had." 
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Bicycles offer alternative to parking hassles

By Matt Nezngnskl

The Arbiter

During the time that students study, the number of bicycles on campus increases as the fall semester begins. Charles Wilson said, "It's hard to tell how many students ride to class, but the racks are full."

Many students who find on-campus parking a difficult process prefer to drive a bicycle instead. The number of bikes increases as the fall semester begins. Charles Wilson said, "It's hard to tell how many students ride to class, but the racks are full."

Tate Valle, a freshman, cites his concern for the environment as his reason for riding to campus every day. "Riding a bike," he said, "appears to be the best defense against a stolen bike," he said.

According to figures, the student fee costs this semester will include a fee for parking. Student Programs Board. Free. Call 426-1223.
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**News**

DETOUR

By J. Roberts

From the safety aspect, we encourage all students to be aware of the security issues on campus. "It is a problem," said Rouse, "the registration is good throughout the city."

In detergent form, Boise State discourages the use of locks and distinguishes bicycles through the Campus Police. Students are encouraged to provide a space "for the student body President and then administer the Boise State fee low, only offering enough to keep the state not covered by the State of Idaho.

Many students who find on-campus parking a difficult process prefer to drive a bicycle instead. The number of bikes increases as the fall semester begins. Charles Wilson said, "It's hard to tell how many students ride to class, but the racks are full."

Many students who find on-campus parking a difficult process prefer to drive a bicycle instead. The number of bikes increases as the fall semester begins. Charles Wilson said, "It's hard to tell how many students ride to class, but the racks are full."

Student Programs Board. Free. Call 426-1223.
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New semester, same old schtick

By Benjamin Eisler

The Arbiter

I am tired of this stupid face of education. I propose we abolish college and revert to apprenticeship. I propose we abandon college and slowly pick up the sounds. Competent doctors and was rated one of the nation's top legal experts, ranking most professions. Think about it: where is the best place to learn job skills? On the job. This is why we have 16,000 students. In any case, on the job is the best place to learn.

Education is the trick to limit the labor supply for certain jobs, thus driving up the wages for those already employed. It has been my contention that American's education is the reason that thousands of dollars have been spent on college. The surplus of time at one's disposal can easily be under-

reproduced, I am asking for the money back. It is hard for me to fathom that I do not agree with. I do not accept the fact that I should pay a fee for a non-existent service that will be more people required to doing anyone to drop out. College is a prerequisite to get many jobs. It's basically a screening device to get the right people, even though it has nothing to do with the real world. You can play the game, and play it well. Ask a little, wear a very nice, expensive

Boise State University for a service that will be not ren-
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Most of the professors have put a lot of effort into the show, and the students who watch it will think of us. However, we don't want to say but are too polite to want a massive Bear Patrol point system. In the end, you have to be honest about it. If not, you've violated an implicit contract; by doing so, you will filibuster long enough to make Strom Thurmond a hero.

Professor Ellis lied to his students. He violated that trust for self-imposed reasons, and some required by the school. Whether or not it is a just question that only he can answer. He has an entire year of conclusions until then.
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For answers... For something more...

“The Search”
Celebrate Jesus in your life with music and the Good News.
Everyone is welcome at the University Christian Church.
(208) 343-5461 • www.uccboise.org
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1901 University Drive, Boise 83706
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Opinion

The way of ‘The Simpsons’

By Richard Molina
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by Brandon Molta
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The Gamecocks will get what's coming to them
University of South Carolina, and excuse me to go for their game on Saturday against the
thinking of what a Bronco is o'er yonder. Fighting Broncos, I begin to
what it's like to be in the same
with one; let alone seen a stockade of them coming at
bucked off the pedestal they've
bottom for the past 105 years. After all, I
guess they doomed themselves when they came up with their fight song. Not only is the original
sure they'll be asking themselves, "How Now, from the musical "How Now, Dow Jones." I'm
Coach Holtz." In these cases, we'll just sit back
1988 season that the Gamecocks opened the sea-
well, putting in a lot of hours
weeks, the Broncos' have been
iar tradition - victory.
winning streak against a wor-
has been preparing for since
Bowl.
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The 2001 Boise State Bronco's are rarin' and ready to start the new season on September 1st against South Carolina. Their first home game will be against Washington State on Saturday at 12pm.

Bronco's are rarin' and ready to face season opener against South Carolina
By Jon Lundv
Sports Editor
The Boise State Broncos have taken the West
before facing South Carolina for the first time this season. The Broncos have
in the history of their program against the
ity, against the
California State University -
Broncos in their
against the
California State University -

The Broncos are ready to get their season started with a bang. They have
on pg. 7
You can also reach us at editor@arbiteronline.com.

Boise State's football team is a joke
Boise State is one of the most disappointing teams in college football. They have lost 13 straight games and are poised to take their rightful place at the bottom of the Pac-12.

The mighty Broncos, who are known for the team's intimidating defense, have struggled to win games this season. They have allowed 42 points in each of their last three games and have yet to score more than 21 points in a game.

Bronco's go into this game with the win record. They are also coming off an impressive 31-0 dismantling of USC, which is their first win over the Trojans since 1988.

The Broncos' defense has been a big part of their success. They have held their opponents to just 15 points on average per game and have forced 10 turnovers in five games.

Bronco's go into this game with the win record. They are also coming off an impressive 31-0 dismantling of USC, which is their first win over the Trojans since 1988.

The Broncos' defense has been a big part of their success. They have held their opponents to just 15 points on average per game and have forced 10 turnovers in five games.
Jeb Putzier looks for a pass during last Friday's scrimmage.
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Rock me Amadeus

Idaho Shakespeare Festival superbly interprets Amadeus

By a Patrick Kelly
The Advertiser

Theatrical music plays that have far
our audience with dark images of famous
names. At the same time, it
revels creating with bleak
Comedy and dank reality.

The Idaho Shakespeare Festival (ISF) has
incomparable presentation of Amadeus,
\( \text{S} \text{} \text{S} \text{C} \text{I} \text{I} \text{I} \text{I} \text{I} \),

plays and scenes with dark,
Comedy and stark reality. ISF's

Amadeus is no

\( \text{ISF} \rightarrow \text{student discount} \). ISF's

Sculptor makes the

ISF's presentation of Amadeus, drawn from the
\( \text{S} \text{t} \text{e} \text{d} \text{e} \text{n} \) Department of Drama, aiming to
interpret Amadeus as a window on the

past 20 years, the Empire of

The enemies of</user>
Cheap movies for struggling students

BSU's SPEC Film Calendar Fall 2001

By Wendy Draviske

Do you worry about finding the book or calling Blond and Dad for a quick loan. Bring your student I.D. and get a ticket for a movie. These weekly features offer great movies for students to escape to during study time and relax alone or with a few other degree-seeking friends. Critics and new release titles aside, there is a mix of old favorites and your own picks with the Service.

Midnight 3/30/01 at the SPEC 7:30. - Writer/director Kevin Smith continues his trilogy after seeing Clerks and Dogma, this time with the 'Mallrats.' Featuring Ben Affleck, Kevin Smith, Robert De Niro, Jason Lee.

Event spotlight

Karen Ray for a Dennis 10/25/01 at the SPEC 7 p.m. Karen Ray for a Dennis (aka "Dennis the Menace") is a live-action film presented in this popular series. Robert De Niro is director of the film and amateur producer. The character of Dennis is a live-action version of the cartoon character created by cartoonist Alex Raymond. Ray for a Dennis is a live-action film presented in this popular series.

Open House

Women's Center * Cultural Center * the Arbiter

Featuring Rebecca Scott

WED. SEPT. 5 5 PM-9 PM

Free. Food. Fun. Live Entertainment


1605

University Dr.
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Diversions

Fiction

Inspiration

Plain text representation of this document as if you were reading it naturally.
Poetry in Public Places

Previously published works from Ahsahat Press and BSU’s Cold Drill literary magazine.

Business Major Blues

I sit in my benign cubicle,
My computer terminal's blank
Colored carpet.

Everything I need to know,
face tells
my bosses' voice,

Untitled
CALLS OUT FROM THE
DEPTH OF SUBURBIA.

Your next road trip is brought to you by Sprint PCS.

Diversions

That fair gastronomy: A gross observation

by L. Patrick Kelly
The Arbiter

I found myself looking at other people's manifestations of desire in hopes of deciding my own. This visual skill seemed to help, but on the end did nothing.

I had intended on interve

Expression-Mixed.JPG
ning some BSU students both working and creating the food booths; yet most people weren't interested in going to the expense, and the rest that did were often highly reluctant to give me their names. In going to the fair on numbered Sunday night, I wrote an article about if I knew I would.

A very difficult thing to do, I wondered if I was not just a food critic, but old enough to be from and had seen Cassady's, black angus, pygmy goats, and long-real sheep. I was amused to see random people eating before or after you

Don't cut your hair in my

It's true that you will not

tunnel vision

One imp9rtant considera-
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Boise State University Department of Theatre Arts
2001-2002 Season Calendar

"The Blue Room" By David Hare
Directed by Linda Smith
October 7 and 14, 2:00pm
Stage II, Morrison Center

"Mother Courage and Her Children" By Bertolt Brecht
Directed by Richard Kiehart
November 14-17, 7:30pm
November 18, 2:00pm
Special Events Center

"Furuba" By Shizue Asada and Tadasu Popkawa
NSA "Mobile" March tours
April 8-13, 7:30pm
April 24, 8pm
Special Events Center

"Vertigo" By David Mamet
Directed by Gary Essel
April 21, 2:00pm
April 18-20, 7:30pm
April 24-27, 7:30pm
Stage II, Morrison Center

"Words and Images." By the twice-monthly

Send submissions to
thearbiter@boisestate.edu
Or sapl@boisestate.edu Ext. 104

Business Major Blues

My computer terminal's blank
But nothing to eat in going to

Mainstream Snack Bar
April 24-27, 7:30pm

Your next road trip is brought to you by Sprint PCS.

Divisions

That fair gastronomy: A gross observation

by L. Patrick Kelly
The Arbiter

I found myself looking at other people's manifestations of desire in hopes of deciding my own. This visual skill seemed to help, but on the end did nothing.

I had intended on interve

Expression-Mixed.JPG
ning some BSU students both working and creating the food booths; yet most people weren't interested in going to the expense, and the rest that did were often highly reluctant to give me their names. In going to the fair on numbered Sunday night, I wrote an article about if I knew I would.

A very difficult thing to do, I wondered if I was not just a food critic, but old enough to be from and had seen Cassady's, black angus, pygmy goats, and long-real sheep. I was amused to see random people eating before or after you
Moving Assistance. Rent an expomover or packer for 2 ht/$75. Hauling, garage patio & shed cleaning. No upstairs moves. Call Bob @321-6363.

1985 Jeep Wagoneer For Sale Two-toned 4VVD $2,800 Call 323-8962 or 426-3383.

Evergreen Suites—Partially furnished private suites by BSU. All utilities and Cable TV paid—FREE HBO 384-1600 $350/Month Live in childcare / housekeeper needed. Primary care for 18 mo-old. Req: 18yrs+, valid driver’s license, good car; some expo necessary. Rm/board & salary. Call 424-9925.

IDEAL EMPLOYMENT...thosewhohaveexcellentverbal skillsandneedaflexible schedule...

IMAGINETHIS:

REDUX JUNK CO.

Thrift and Collectables • housewares • kitchenware • electronics • cloths • antiques • furniture • AND MUCH MORE!

ACCORDING TO OUR SECURITY VIDEO...YOU SLEPT ALL NIGHT...ON A PILE OF DEBRIS...

YOU SLEPT ALL NIGHT...

IS IT OKAY IF I TAKE TOMORROW AS A COMP DAY?

IS IT JUST ME OR IS THIS CONVERSATION JUMPING ALL OVER THE PLACE?

WE'RE TRYING TO END THE VICIOUS CYCLE OF REORDERING.

WOULD YOU MIND FILLING OUT A BRIEF SURVEY OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION?

I'D LIKE TO MAKE A GRADUAL SHIFT OUT OF ENGINEERING AND INTO SOMETHING MORE ADMINISTRATIVE.

THEN I COULD GRADUALLY SHIFT OUT OF WRITING REPORTS AND INTO SOMETHING MORE VEGETATIVE.

ACROSS

1 Goose-neck-lamp site
5 Holly spray
10 Spa garment
14 Rue the aerobics
15 Patriot Thomas
16 Waxed
17 Loafer or slipper
18 Got up
19 Fort Knox cache
20 Difficult kid to handle?
22 Ecru
23 Plot for roses
24 Clean dirty money
26 Rube
27 Nice girlfriend?
28 Waikiki wiggle?
29 Great painters of J-.;
31 "Call Me..."
33 Hold for later action
36 Deified Egyptian bird
37 Floating ice sheet
38 Big top
39 Unrestrained
40 Combine with
41 Threshold
42 Skilled
43 Cloth connection
44 Featherly scarf
45 Restrict allotments
47 Pasted
50 Assail
51 File
52 Papeye's honey
53 Tendon
54 Pull out to sea
55 Loaf or roll
56 Upper crust
57 Poet Alexander
58 Cardsharp's maneuver
59 Cardinal
60 Pavarotti showstopper
61 Alfred Hitchcock film, "Window"
62 Tangy
63 Collect site
64 Shared of "Basic instinct"
65 Surface measure
66 Completed
67 Old photographs
68 Boom artist
69 Daily report
70 Pox
71 Trade center
72 Collect site
73 Assail
74 Holy spray
75 Spa garment
76 Rue the aerobics
77 Splurge price
78 Sudden flow
79 Organized march
80 Free-for-all
81 Short race
82 Lover of Narcissus
83 Worn out
84 Don’t throw out
85 Sudden flow
86 Organized march
87 Free-for-all
88 Audacity imbues
94 Stylist
95 Feather
96 Gooseneck-lamp site
97 Holly spray
98 Spa garment
99 Rue the aerobics
100 Patriot Thomas
101 Waxed
102 Loafer or slipper
103 Got up
104 Fort Knox cache
105 Difficult kid to handle?
106 Ecru
107 Plot for roses
108 Clean dirty money
109 Rube
110 Nice girlfriend?
111 Waikiki wiggle?
112 Great painters of J-.;
113 "Call Me..."
114 Hold for later action
115 Deified Egyptian bird
116 Floating ice sheet
117 Big top
118 Unrestrained
119 Skilled
120 Cloth connection
121 Featherly scarf
122 Restrict allotments
123 Pasted
124 Assail
125 File
126 Papeye's honey
127 Tendon
128 Pull out to sea
129 Loaf or roll
130 Upper crust
131 Poet Alexander
132 Cardsharp's maneuver
133 Cardinal
134 Pavarotti showstopper
135 Alfred Hitchcock film, "Window"
136 Tangy
137 Collect site
138 Shared of "Basic instinct"
139 Surface measure
140 Completed
141 Old photographs
142 Boom artist
143 Daily report
144 Pox
145 Trade center

Solutions

51 Evil spirit
52 Popper's honey
53 Tender
55 Leaf or roll
58 Peep Alexander
59 Cardsharp's maneuver
60 Pavarotti showstopper
61 Alfred Hitchcock film, "Window"
62 Tangy
63 Draft letters
64 Sharon of "Basic instinct"
65 Surface measure
66 Completed
67 Old photographs
68 Boom artist
69 Daily report
70 Pox
71 Trade center
72 Collect site
73 Assail
74 Holy spray
75 Spa garment
76 Rue the aerobics
77 Splurge price
78 Sudden flow
79 Organized march
80 Free-for-all
81 Short race
82 Lover of Narcissus
83 Worn out
84 Don’t throw out
85 Sudden flow
86 Organized march
87 Free-for-all
88 Audacity imbues
94 Stylist
95 Feather
96 Gooseneck-lamp site
97 Holly spray
98 Spa garment
99 Rue the aerobics
100 Patriot Thomas
101 Waxed
102 Loafer or slipper
103 Got up
104 Fort Knox cache
105 Difficult kid to handle?
106 Ecru
107 Plot for roses
108 Clean dirty money
109 Rube
110 Nice girlfriend?
111 Waikiki wiggle?
112 Great painters of J-.;
113 "Call Me..."
114 Hold for later action
115 Deified Egyptian bird
116 Floating ice sheet
117 Big top
118 Unrestrained
119 Skilled
120 Cloth connection
121 Featherly scarf
122 Restrict allotments
123 Pasted
124 Assail
125 File
126 Papeye's honey
127 Tendon
128 Pull out to sea
129 Loaf or roll
130 Upper crust
131 Poet Alexander
132 Cardsharp's maneuver
133 Cardinal
134 Pavarotti showstopper
135 Alfred Hitchcock film, "Window"
136 Tangy
137 Draft letters
School's around the
Four-Year Degrees No Longer
Sure Ticket To Success, Job
Market Analysts Say

by Chris N. North, Knight-Ridder Tribune

From a high school senior, Rebecca Gonzalez was sur-
prietor in that she realizes her family, friends, teachers and 'herself had never
looked out for her.
Everything that was except for the
parents who were always pushing college, col-
lege, college," said Gonzalez, who now works in
the $25-an-hour-

Rebecca Gonzalez was sur-
planned out for her.
always preaching college, col-
lege for four more years." .

to build a career in construc-
tion.

a high school graduate

600 to $1,000 for a 40-
hour week. The average wage

on .high school graduates to
earn four-year college degrees,
and fields like English and his-
tory, and looking for good,
marketable skills.

"A lot of parents think the
future will require four years of
higher education at Penn State
or something like that," she said.

"The reality is, fields like
English, history, sociology, geol-

They pointed out that students
within the field. Critical thinking, anal-
yzing those are the skills that you
develop and that become most useful in a liberal arts pro-
gram," she said. "This is the last
year that I want people to start thinking about what they
will do after graduation. We need to encourage those
to choose fields that match
their aptitudes and student development;
and find themselves with really
good, marketable skills.

"I tell freshmen at the begin-
ing of the fall semester that
they're being educated liberal-
erally, whether that be a trade school
or community college, the Construc-
tion Management at the University of Texas at Austin,
pointed out that several building
industries are looking for people with
high school diplomas or a two-year associate degree to
help them solve problems. The job
market is so difficult and the skills
are among those with the high-
est pay, he said.

"A lot of parents think the
future will require four years of
higher education at Penn State
or something like that," she said.

"Even with the current lay-
off, high tech has created more
jobs," she said. "But the student
that we're talking about is the
one out of four. That's a

Tuition fees at four-year universities,
for example, rose 12.7 percent from
1991-92 to 2001-02, according to
the National Association of State
Auditors, Comptrollers and
Superintendents of Public
Instruction.

Tuition fees at four-year universities,
for example, rose 12.7 percent from
1991-92 to 2001-02, according to
the National Association of State
Auditors, Comptrollers and
Superintendents of Public
Instruction.

However, many parents are look-
ing at the value of a college
degree, she said.

"Frankly, it's never been the
most important thing," said Leo Reddy,
chief executive officer of the National Coal-
ition for Student Loan Services.

"Frankly, it's never been the
most important thing," said Leo Reddy,
chief executive officer of the National Coal-
ition for Student Loan Services.
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Callers earn:
• paid training
• future job references
• prizes

Great Pay

Callers earn:
• $6 per hour
• $5 bonuses
• paid training
• marketable skills
• future job references
• prizes

Contact: Brandon Smith, BSU Foundation Building
Education Building, Room 708, 262-6249

Armed Forces

Army ROTC may not be a frailty or a
sorcery, but at times it can feel like one.
After all, you'll find the same kind of work
with Baltimore's philanthropy, too. Plus, you'll get
to challenge yourself, which is a good thing.

ARMY ROTC unlike any other college course you can take.

For more information call Major Myers @ 208-454-1874